Prestige Incubation Center Dewas
Prestige Institute of Management Dewas is a Host Institute for promoting Entrepreneurial
activities and Startups. It is Host Institute for implementation of the scheme "Support for
Entrepreneurial and Management Development of MSME through incubation and as per
the mandate of MHRD Prestige Institute of Management Dewas has joined the NISP (National
Innovation and Startup Policy) campaign and has also started implementing the policy at the
campus.
The Prestige Institute of Management Dewas strategies and governance for promoting
Innovation and Entrepreneurship will be, assisting in commercialization of ideas thereby
accelerating technologies from ideas to successful businesses and to generate
employment opportunities. And in creating innovation pipeline and pathways for
entrepreneurs.
The components under the program will include mentoring support in business and
technology ,networking with other businesses, seed capital assistance, professional
assistance to make the enterprise successful and achieve higher growth. Technology
based new enterprises are typically characterized as high risk and high growth ventures,
and as such, they require an enabling environment like to enhance the prospects of
success.

Vision:
To develop an incubation center that fosters the dynamic needs of the entrepreneurs.
Mission:
To create an eco-system that assists and enables young entrepreneurs to initiate startups and to
nurture their innovative business by, establishing a linkage between academia, Industries,
financial institutions, Government and all stakeholders.

Objectives:
To build the ecosystem of Entrepreneurship that supports the business ideas that are innovative,
scalable and sustainable.
Functions :


To organize entrepreneurship awareness activities ,camps, and for the benefit of
aspirant entrepreneurs.



To support innovative student projects for new product development.



To render necessary mentoring and guidance and escort services to the students and
people with innovative idea and helping them obtain approval and execution for their
projects.



To conduct skill development training programs leading to self wage employment.

NISP Committee Members:
Key Person : Dr.Amitabh Joshi

NISP Convener :Dr.Ashima Joshi

Students: Rishi Kushwaha
Moh.Faizan
Lavina Telreja
Vinit Yogi
Prerna Dubey

Innovators & Entrepreneurs: Mr.Nagendra Panwar (Director, Projection T &P Company)
Startup Founders from the Regional Ecosystem: Mr.Anoop Jain
Representative from Key Industry/Industry Association/Network Enablers :
Mr.Sandeep Bhatnagar
Mr.Puneet Khandelwal

